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kartury portable 15W
fast type c cable battery
cell phone charger
holder car wireless
charging Cell phone
battery chargers for use
in vehicles

$99.99

【Smart Automatic Sensor Design】
Automatic opening and clamping design
which can be operated with one hand and
make everything easier and safer. Just place
your phone inside the holder, the clamps will
close and provide a strong stable hold. A
gentle touch on any sides of the quick release
buttons,the arms would automatically
open.When your phone is fully charged, the
wireless car charger will automatically power
off and last the life of battery of your phone.
【 Wireless Charger & Phone Holder】Design
Combines the Wireless Charger and a car
phone holder.Wireless car charger offers fast
charging for your phones and save you from
the messing with cables and cases while
driving.
【Thick Case Friendly & Faster Charging】No
need to take off phone case (most of phone
cases in the market except rugged, uneven
case.)while charging.The car holder can hold
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all phones with a width of 60-80mm tightly,
which works very well for all QI-enabled
phones.Max 10W Fast Charger for Samsung
S10/S9/S8/S7/Note 5, Max 7.5W Fast Charger
for iPhone XS max/XS/XR/X/8, 5W for Other Qi-
Enabled Phones.For 10W, 7.5W fast charging
mode,QC 3.0 car charger adapter is required
as its power source.

Category: Tool Sets

【Strong Suction Cup & Adjustable Viewing】 You have multiple installation of the wireless car
charger holder,it can be installed on the windshield, dashboard,table securely with the strong suction
cup .The fully 360-degree rotation allows for optimum viewing and easier use of functions, which is
the safest way to access your phones systems such as your GPS and phone calls.
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